LET CTS MAKE YOUR WORN CAPSTANS NEW AGAIN!

Switching Your Capstan Restoration Supplier is as Easy as 1, 2, 3....

Can’t Afford Downtime – We Can Help!

♦ Fast, fully automated capstan repair.
♦ 21 Days ... start to finish.
♦ Quick and seamless repairs made easy.
♦ Tungsten carbide, ceramic, self-fluxing, high alloy metallics, or pure metals – we’ve got you covered.

Six Point Capstan Restoration Process

1. Examine, photograph and digitally scan to confirm and maintain or change parameters per customer requirements.
2. 2D drawing is generated from a 3D model.
3. Undercut and blasted to insure a strong bond between the base material and coating.
4. Premium aerospace grade coating is applied via high-tech thermal spray process
5. Ground or machined to precision finish requirements.
6. Inspected, stamped, painted and readied for shipment.

If you are considering a change, then let’s talk! Contact Mark Patrizzia at 973-671-1377. You can count on CTS as a reliable, quality and cost-effective capstan restoration supplier.

IT ALL STARTS WITH MAKING YOUR WORN CAPSTANS NEW AGAIN!